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Abstract
As a result of technological advancement, in the past four decades, profound changes have
occurred in the methodological approaches for the selection of animal populations. For this purpose,
many revolutionary molecular tools have been developed. With the assistance of recent technologies
(NGS-Next Generation Sequencing) and the detection of all SNP (SNP polymorphisms) by microarray
technology, we are getting close to the time when all differences in genomic DNA can be found.
Genomic selection, based on scanning very dense markers (SNPs) and incorporating them with
phenotypic data in genomic breeding value prediction is revolutionising breeding programmes in
agriculture. The present paper focuses on discussing, in a broad sense, the manner in which the advent
of genomics has contributed to understanding the genetic variations of complex quantitative traits.
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1. Introduction
From Gregor Mendel until today, geneticists have been trying to find genetic
differences among individuals, the bases of high genetic merit in some animals and how these
can be increased and multiplied in animal populations. The first criterion used in selection
was phenotype, then, with progress of understanding in molecular field, the protein sequence,
electrophoresis techniques, Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms (RFLPs) and
microsatellite polymorphisms were applied.
The complex quantitative traits are determined by a high number of genes, each gene
having a small additive effect. The study of such characters is based on a model in which
those genes influence the traits and in which non-genetic factors may also be important. In
classical quantitative genetics, the additive effect of all minor genes is looked upon as a black
box, and for the association between traits and genetic variation, complex statistical methods
were developed and applied in the attempt to decompose the effects of these genes.
Continuous progress recorded in the last 30 years, both in molecular genetics and in statistical
data interpretation methods, has radically changed this status.
First, the possibility to study the variation occurred in a gene and the role of this
genetic variation in the determinism of quantitative traits was clarified, by means of statistical
associations. In this view, identification and mapping on chromosome of a sufficient number
of polymorphic loci, that capture the highest proportion of the genetic variance was the first
challenge. Even though in the ’90 numerous techniques were available for polymorphism
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detection, increasing knowledge on Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL) search became available in
time, with progress in deciphering genome sequence, and after map saturation in markers,
which led to Marker Assisted Selection (MAS). In the last decade, studies of association
between genetic variations and economically relevant traits moved to the level of the genome,
both in livestock and in crops, due to the development of massive parallel sequencing
techniques of the entire genome. With the assistance of recent technologies (NGS-Next
Generation Sequencing) and the detection of all SNP differences (SNP polymorphisms) by
microarray technology, we are getting close to the time when all differences in genomic DNA
can be found (WANG & al., 1998 [1]; HARTWELL & al., 2006 [2], RUSSELL, 2010 [3]).
Knowing all the common and less common SNPs in the genome, through genome scanning
followed by statistical association procedure (GWAS-Genome Wide Association Studies), the
perspective opens up for high accuracy estimate of the genomic breeding value (GBV)
(KWOK, 2001 [4]; KWOK, 2003[5]) for genomic selection (GS). Recently, whole genome
panels dense in SNP polymorphisms have become commercially available, making it possible
to scan the entire genome for the detection of/ polymorphisms associated with economically
important traits (microarray technology) in many species. At present, we have a much clearer
description of the manner in which genes act to determine phenotypic variations (ZHU &
ZHAO, 2007 [6.]) for GS. In animal populations, the first genomic selection revolution began
with two developments: sequencing of the bovine genome to understand ruminant biology
and evolution (ROSS &WORLEY 2009 [7]); the second development shows that highly
accurate selection decisions are possible when breeding value (BV) is predicted from dense
marker data alone (MEUWISSEN & al., 2001 [8], SCHEFERS, & WEIGEL. 2012 [9]). As in
the last five years, genomic sequence is available for more and more species, and an
increasing number of SNPs were identified as a result of genome sequencing and resequencing, microarray panels for the interrogation of whole genome SNP polymorphisms are
emerging (GODDARD &. HAYES, 2009 [10]). Thus, Illumina Inc. has developed genomewide SNP panels for cattle, dogs, sheep, pigs and horses, as well as for crops (e.g. maize), and
other new ones are about to be developed. The present review will focus on discussing, in a
broad sense, the manner in which the advent of genomics has contributed to the development
of quantitative genetics. Unfortunately, progress in this field is only achieved in developed
countries. In order to better understand the progress achieved in quantitative genetics in the
last 25 years, which have allowed moving from the classical selection to MAS and then, to
genomic selection (GS), the major molecular tools and techniques developed will be briefly
outline.

2. Four tools that have revolutionized molecular genetics
Moving from classical selection to MAS is due to progress recorded in both
technological advances and improving knowledge in the molecular field. For individual
genotyping of economically important traits, in order to apply molecular selection, it was
necessary to develop precise and cheap laboratory techniques, and to discover a large enough
number of highly polymorphic loci which cover the whole genome. Four molecular tools –
based on different principles – contributed to these achievements, which in time allowed the
study of genomes and identification of QTL, whose variation was exploited in modern
quantitative genetics through the introduction of MAS (Marker Assisted Selection).
2.1 Restriction enzymes
Molecular genetics underwent radical changes in the mid-1970’s, when restriction
enzymes were first isolated and characterised (SMITH & WILCOX, 1970[11], SMITH &
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NATHANS, 1973 [12], ARBER, S. LINN, 1969.[13], GERLT, 1993 [14], ALBERTS & al.,,
2002 [15], LODISH & al., 2003 [16]) and different molecular procedures were developed,
allowing researchers to isolate genes and to construct recombinant DNA molecules (COHEN
& al., 1973 [17], BROWN & al., 2008 [18], COSIER, 2008 [19]). These breakthroughs
facilitated the emergence of modern biotechnologies which put genes to produce recombinant
bio molecules, needed in research, medicine (ITAKURA & al., 1977 [20], GOEDDEL & al.,
1979 [21], ARENTZEN & al., 1979 [22]), bioremediation (CHAKRABARTY & FRIELLO,
1974 [23]) or in transgenic plant and animal production (BATTEY & al., 1979 [24], GASSER
&. FRALEY, 1989, [25], HIATT & al., 1989 [26], CLARK & al., 1989 [27]) and also in
agricultural biotechnologies for increasing genetic progress in crops and livestock. Not lastly,
molecular techniques which use restriction enzymes were developed and utilised in the
construction of the first restriction molecular maps and in genomic QTL identification. Of
these, the PCR-RFLP and RFLP techniques based on hybridization were extensively utilised
for the above-named purposes, and they were at the base of wide plant and animal population
genotyping. Also, restriction enzymes produced raw material for genomic library
construction, the first step towards genome’s deciphering. In parallel with genome
deciphering, detailed physical maps were produced containing the position of genes and other
important landmarks in the genome. In time, maps were saturated in markers and constituted
the base for developing sophisticated applications for individual genotyping in animal and
plant populations, allowing for MAS and, more recently, for GS.
2.2 PCR technique
Ten years later, a new technique developed by Karry Mullis – the PCR (Polymerase
Chain Reaction) – revolutionised research in the molecular field (CLARK & al., 1988 [28},
MULLIS, 1990 [29], MULLIS, 1990 [30]). The high sensitivity of the technique, by which a
DNA fragment can be multiplied in billions of copies, led to numerous variants (PCR-RFLP,
iPCR, AFLP, Multiplex PCR, Real Time PCR, etc.) which differ from each other in terms of
a priori knowledge about the studied locus/loci. PCR allows the interrogation of
polymorphism in the genome in a couple of hours. Applications of these techniques soon
appeared in various field of life sciences: identification of DNA variations in alternative
allelic forms, study of mutations and of mutational-gene effects, molecular diagnosis, DNA
typing for identity testing (JEFFREYS & al., 1985 [31], JEFFREYS & al., 1985 [32],
MUELLER & WOLFENBARGER. [33]), comparative analysis of genes with similar
functions in different species (EELES & STAMP, 1993 [34]), etc.
The possibility of applying DNA analysis through PCR has led to the development of
specific applications in plant and animal genotyping, at loci of economic interest.
Consequently, the mutations and variations at the DNA level (genotype), which determine a
distinct phenotype, are highlighted by PCR techniques. Once the favourable allele from one
or multiple loci is established by association procedure, the molecular information can be
integrated in selection. The process targets indirectly the increase in animal production by
modifying the genetic structure of the populations.
2.3 Nucleic acid hybridization
Nucleic acid hybridization is a procedure based on the ability of a single-stranded
nucleic acid to form double-stranded molecules when the complementarity between
nucleotides exists in a relatively large proportion. Depending on the type of nucleic acid,
hybridization can take place between DNA-DNA, cDNA-mRNA chains. Depending on the
application developed on hybridization assay, it involves a labelled nucleic acid probe to
identify related DNA or RNA molecules (ZHU & ZHAO, 2007 [6.], COSIER, 2008 [19],
BROWN, 2002 [35]) in a complex mixture of unlabelled molecules. Although much more
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expensive and more time-consuming, it is an alternative or a complementary tool for the
identification of QTL. As part of the gene and genomic homology analysis, it can be utilised
to identify sequences and regions in the undeciphered genomes in different species, even if
they are distantly related species; to detect and a priori characterize nucleotide sequences; to
screen QTL loci in the genome and genomic libraries; to annotate genomes, etc. (BROWN,
2002 [35]). Microarray provides a platform where, in a single experiment, up to hundreds of
thousands of SNP polymorphisms can be identified, or where the expression of hundreds of
genes can be measured. Fluorescent labelled nucleic acid probes are directed to a multiple
collection of specific short DNA or cDNA sequences immobilized on miniature solid support
(the DNA chip) for hybridization (LOCKHART & al., 1996 [36], SCHIMENTI & BUCAN,
1998 [37]. When hybridization is done with cDNA, it is called gene expression profiling, a set
of expressed genes (transcriptome) that determine the phenotype of a particular cell
(BROWN, 2002 [35]), SCHENA & al., [38]). In selection, the SNP panels which cover the
entire genome are targeted to identify such polymorphisms for the high accuracy estimation
of GEBV (Genomic Estimated Breeding Value). Although the technology for producing
microarray chips was only developed in the last few years, already there have been numerous
important applications and their impact on future biomedical research, diagnostic approaches
and genomic selection in crops and livestock is expected to be high (RUSSELL, 2010 [3]).
Recently in animal field, for the interrogation of genetic variation in cattle genome, the
Bovine SNP50v2 and BovineHD Beadchips were developed (by Illumina and USDA ARS,
University of Missouri and Alberta University). In one experiment this application makes
possible the interrogation of 54,609 or 777,000 informative SNP, or more than 2900
strategically selected SNPs of the cattle genome, very useful in evaluation of genetic merit of
individuals and genome-wide selection.
2.4 Sequencing based on capillary electrophoresis and Next Generation
Sequencing (NGS)
Genome's sequence is a powerful tool in genome database analyses for comparing
sequences from different genomes, identifying gene sequences and the regulatory regions (i.e.
promoter, enhancers) (RUSSELL, 2010 [3]), fine mapping and detecting mutations related to
diseases or variations associated to QTL. DNA sequencing dates back to 1977, when the first
genomes were deciphered (SV40 virus and phage ϕX174, respectively) (MAXAM &
GILBERT, 1977 [39], SANGER & al., [40], HUTCHINSON, 2007 [41)] using the Maxam
Gilbert chemical method. The chain terminator method, developed almost concomitantly by
Sanger & Coulson (1977) (SANGER & al., 1992 [42]), which is based on modified
nucleotide incorporation (dideoxy-nuclotide), rapidly attracted researchers’ attention, and in a
short span of time, it replaced the Maxam Gilbert method. Another improvement was the
automation of the procedure to separate reaction products based on capillary electrophoresis
(in 1996 by Applied Biosystems, USA), which replaced polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis,
due to significant gains in workflow, throughput, and ease of use. For large genome
sequencing, different approaches were proposed but the prevailing technique in use was
shotgun sequencing (ANDERSON, 1981 [43], PEIFENG & al., [44]). Regardless of the
approach, the brunt of the genomes sequencing work for the last 30 years was handled by
dideoxy DNA sequencing (Sanger) based on capillary electrophoresis (SMITH & al., 1986
[45]). Recently developed, the massive parallel sequencing techniques, which rely on NextGeneration Sequencing (NGS) systems, began to replace the automated Sanger method. The
power of NGS is vastly greater than obtained by capillary electrophoresis (MARDIS, 2008
[46], LISTER & al., 2009 [47]) and lies in the ability to process in parallel hundreds
of thousands to millions of DNA templates, resulting in lower running costs per base of
12850
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generated sequences and a throughput on the gigabase (Gb) scale. Three of the genome
sequencing platforms belonging to the NGS are: Illumina from Solexa Genome Analyser,
Applied Biosystem SOLiD TM System, and the 454 FLX Pyrosequencer (Life Sciences,
Roche) (LISTER & al., 2009 [47]). More recently, another two NGS systems were developed:
the Helicos HelyscopeTM and Pacific Biosciences SMRT (MEUWISSEN & GODDARD,
1996 [54]). The remarkable applications for genome analysis are: genome sequencing and
polymorphisms discovery; mutation mapping by deep sequencing, analysis of DNA-protein
interactions through ChIP-seq, genome-wide detection of sites of DNA methylation. The
sequencing of RNA has also transitioned and now includes full-length cDNA analyses, serial
analysis of gene expression (SAGE)-based methods, and non-coding RNA discovery
(MARDIS, 2008 [46]). Applications for transcriptome sequencing are: deep sequencing of
small RNA populations and mRNA sequencing for transcript discovery and profiling
microRNA and siRNA (MARDIS , 2008 [46], LISTER & al., 2009 [47], WANG & al., 1998
[48]). The genomic variations related to phenotype changes, which could be targeted in the
selection, belong to a few types of DNA polymorphisms: Restriction Fragment Length
Polymorphisms (RFLPs), Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNPs), Variable Number in
Tandem Repeats (VNTRs) and Short Tandem Repeats (STRs).

3. Classical selection, Marker Assisted Selection and Genomic selection
3.1 Classical selection
Classical selection for economically important traits in animal populations is based on
phenotypic records of individuals and their relatives. Even though, to date, important
advances have been achieved by classical selection methods for certain economically
important traits, several limitations of these methods of improvement are becoming evident in
time (CLARK & al., 1989 [27]). In traditional quantitative genetics, genetic progress was
recorded without knowledge of genes involved in the expression of quantitative traits.
However, the genetic variation of most quantitative traits is determined by polygenes which
act additively, and also by major genes. Together, the major and minor genes determine the
total genetic variation (COSIER & VLAIC, 2011 [49]). Because these complex determinisms
were incompletely understood, the breeding methods utilised were complicated and slow. The
problem was mainly due to some simplified models applied for the recording of polygene
effect, which proved to be of little efficiency in the case of traits with low heritability and
which are difficult to measure. These aspects complicated the breeders’ work, who based their
selection on estimated breeding values (EBV) calculated from phenotypic records and
genealogical information, and on knowledge of the heritability of each trait. BLUP (Best
Liniar Unbiases Prediction) (Henderson, 1984) was the prevalently used method for
estimating breeding values. This has been successful, but the process was very slow for traits
that can only be measured in one sex (for example, milk yield), after death (for example, meat
quality), late in life (i.e. longevity), or if measuring the trait was expensive (for example,
methane production, feed requirement or disease resistance (GODDARD &. HAYES, 2009
[10]). In the following years, with the development of molecular techniques, selection
methods based on molecular information started to be applied confidently, in the belief that
some of the current limitations of the methods could be overcome. With the development of
genotyping techniques and improved knowledge in the molecular field (i.e. deciphering
sequences of more and more genes, polymorphism identification and techniques used to
highlight them), inclusion of molecular information in selection started to be studied. One
justification for application of molecular genetics on livestock and crops was that the
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expectation of information at the DNA level would lead to faster genetic gain than that
achieved based on phenotypic data only.
3.2 Marker assisted selection (MAS)
Starting with the 1980’s, these methods began to be applied at a smaller scale, using one
or a few markers, while in the mid-1990’s, due to considerable cuts in genotyping costs, they
started to be applied in larger animal populations. In this context, molecular researchers and
breeders worked together to find the most appropriate methods to include molecular
information in selection, starting with the identification of polymorphic loci in the genome
which affect important traits in livestock. This has enabled opportunities to enhance genetic
improvement programs in livestock by direct selection on genes or genomic regions that
affect economic traits through Marker-Assisted Selection (MAS) and Gene Introgression (GI)
(DEKKERS, 2004 [50]). GI means that favourable alleles can be introduced in a recipient line
by special mating procedures. In subsequent generations the genetic structure of the
population is modified positively. Because of the longer generation intervals and lower
reproduction rates, GI was feasible in livestock only for major genes, such as the successful
halothane GI in Pietrain line or Booroola gene (FecB) in dairy sheep breeds (reviewed by
Dekkers (DEKKERS, 2004 [50]). Because of the limited number of major genes, in the next
years, research was reoriented to finding other genome-wide reference variations (markers).
For 20 years, markers were mapped and tested in selection, leading to more or less important
progress. Although significant financial and human resources were mobilised in MAS in
developed countries, the methods did not yield the expected benefits in livestock, crops, forest
trees and farmed fish (JUANE & SONNINO, 2007 [51]). However, the use of markers
remains important. They can be utilised in QTL mapping; in the estimation of the
population’s genetic structure, in genetic diversity studies, etc. Molecular markers are
mutation or variation in DNA fragments, usually non-informational (hyper-variable DNA
regions), sometimes even informational (functional mutation) involved in the detection of
chromosomal regions that affect single-gene traits and QTL (COSIER & VLAIC, 2003 [52]).
MAS applications started by identifying the genes and the genomic regions involved in
coding complex quantitative traits in both animals and crops. To this end, two different
directions were pursued. One involved basic understanding of physical maps or search for
Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL), regions of the genome that control variations in quantitative
traits. The second started from the biology of the trait, directly concerning one gene or several
genes involved in the expression of the characteristics, and which are thus candidate genes in
selection (ZHU & ZHAO, 2007 [6.], MEUWISSEN & al., 2001 [8]). This approach has
proved useful in selection for traits that are difficult to improve by conventional methods. For
the purpose of genetic improvement, markers can be used to enhance within-breed selection
based on GAS (Gene Assisted Selection), LD-MAS (Linkage Disequilibrium - Marker
Assisted Selection), or LE-MAS (Linkage Equilibrium - Marker Assisted Selection), or to
enhance programs to capitalize on between-breed variation by selection within a cross.
Dekkers, (DEKKERS, 2004 [50]). reports three types of polymorphic loci that can be used in
selection: 1) direct markers, loci that code for the functional mutation; 2) LD markers
(Linkage Disequilibrium), loci that are in population-wide linkage disequilibrium with the
functional mutation; 3) LE markers (Linkage Equilibrium): loci that are in population-wide
linkage equilibrium with the functional mutation in outbreed populations. The three types of
loci are characterised by their own methods of polymorphism detection, and different
selection methodologies. While direct markers require identification of the causative mutation
in the genome, LD markers can be random markers and LE markers require close linkage
with the causative mutation (DEKKERS, 2004 [50]). For quantitative traits, selection based
12852
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on marker effects alone has dramatically changed standard procedure used in animal breeding
between 1980-1990 (GEORGES & al., 1995 [53], MEUWISSEN & GODDARD, 1996 [54],
DEKKERS, and J.H.J VAN DER WERF, 2007 [55]) concluded that for successful
application of MAS in breeding programmes is needed: gene and marker genotyping, QTL
detection and association with economically important traits, integration of phenotypic and
genotypic data in statistical methods and development of breeding strategies and programmes
for the use of molecular genetic information in selection and mating programmes.
3.2.1. Direct markers
The direct markers are functional polymorphisms in genes that control variation in the
quantitative traits (WILLIAMS, 2005 [56]). When direct markers exist for a QTL, the marker
genotype gives a direct indication of the QTL genotype, and thus the marker genotype can be
used in selection. As an application for rapid marker genotyping, commercial tests soon
became available. Dekkers (DEKKERS, 2004 [50]) reviewed direct markers, LE and LD
markers, available in commercial breeding programmes. Some examples of these direct
markers are: a) markers in dairy cattle: k-Casein, ẞ-lactoglobulin, FM03; b) milk yield and
composition markers: DGAT1 (reviewed by Williams) (WILLIAMS, 2005 [56]), GRH; c)
growth and composition markers: in beef cattle – Myostatin; in pork – PRKAG3, RYR; d)
disease markers: PrP in sheep and goats; e) reproduction markers: Booroola and Inverdale in
sheep. Examples of LD markers: a) growth, composition and meat quality: CAST in pork;
CAST, THYR, leptine in beef cattle; b) reproduction: ESR and PRLR in pig.
3.2.2. LE markers
Linked markers are only near QTL on the genome, and not the causative mutation in the
gene concerned. When the marker is linked to QTL, the information on which marker
genotype is linked to the positive QTL allele is family specific. LE markers can be detected in
the genome using breed crosses, or through the analysis of large populations of half-sib
families within the breed. In this case, scanning of the genome requires saturated maps of
about 150 – 300 markers, depending on the marker’s informativity and genotyping costs. For
LE markers, it is necessary to gather trait and pedigree information because for each family
the linkage phase between marker and QTL needs to be established. This was a limitation of
this approach. Because the QTLs were mapped very imprecisely (often at confidence intervals
of 50 cM) and the marker and QTL were in linkage equilibrium, the linkage phase varied
between families. Consequently, the linkage phase had to be determined in each family before
the marker could be used in selection (GODDARD & al., 2010 [57]). Nonetheless, this was
approach was thought to be markedly enhanced by the identification of numerous highly
variable microsatellite markers, and for this purpose, linkage analysis was often performed
with large half-sibling families (GODDARD &. HAYES, 2009 [10]). Estimation of BV using
markers in linkage with QTL provided few successful examples (DEKKERS, 2004 [50],
BOICHARD & al., 2002 [58], so this method was rarely used in selection. Therefore, a new
type of selection was necessary to emerge, which did not require the linkage phase to be
determined for each family (GODDARD & al., 2010 [57]).
3.2.3 LD markers
In LD - Marker assisted selection (MAS) molecular markers are in linkage
disequilibrium (LD) with quantitative trait loci (QTL). LD markers must be close to the
functional mutation so that there is enough linkage disequilibrium between marker and QTL
in the entire population (as a rule, within 1 cM, depending on the size of LD in the population,
which in turn depends on the population structure and history). Linkage disequilibrium refers
to alternative haplotype frequencies in a population and can be revealed by crossbreeding
which differ in allele and haplotype frequencies. Although these loci are in parental
Romanian Biotechnological Letters, Vol. 22, No. 5, 2017
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population in LE with QTL, after crossbreeding, they will be in partial LD with QTL, but
only if the QTL frequencies are different in parental populations. This LD in the population
can be used for QTL scanning and mapping. Identification of LD markers can be done by
using the candidate gene approach (ROTHSCHILD & RUVINSKY, 2011 [59]) or the finemapping approach (ROTHSCHILD & SOOLER, 1997 [60]). Using LD between markers and
QTLs, more precise mapping has become possible because LD decays quickly as the distance
between marker and QTL increases (GODDARD & al., 2010 [57]). In conclusion, the LD
markers will be by necessity close to the functional mutation for sufficient population-wide
LD between the marker and QTL to exist (DEKKERS, 2004 [50]). The major factors that
contribute to LD occurrence are mutation, selection, migration and drift. For the integration
of phenotypic and genotypic data in statistical methods, several approaches have been
suggested. These models can be distinguished by attribution of QTL effect as random or
fixed, and by the type of genetic information from LE, LD or direct markers (GODDARD &
al., 2010 [57]). Integration of molecular data in BLUP was demonstrated by Fernando and
Grossman (Fernando & Grossman, 1989 [61]), who predicted increase in genetic gain by 838% in conventional MAS schemes. Nevertheless, because of the continuous decrease of
variation of QTL, newer and newer QTLs had to be detected (MEUWISSEN , 2003 [62]). As
a result, expectation of genetic progress enhancement failed in many quantitative traits, except
for those with low heritability, sex-limited, and available after slaughter (DEKKERS, 2004
[50], MEUWISSEN & GODDARD, 1996 [54], (GODDARD & al., 2010 [57]). They found
that, in low heritability characteristics, MAS could enhance the rate of genetic improvement
up to 64 percent. Some QTLs of larger effect were however discovered after genome mapping
of genes, such as the DGAT1 polymorphism which explains about 40% of the genetic
variation in fat content in the milk of Holstein cattle (GRISART & al., 2002 [63]); while other
mutations, such as some functional mutations in the myostatin gene, seem to be breed specific
in beef cattle (GROBET & al., 1998 [64]) which limits their use in selection. In order to
detect a new QTL for MAS, it was necessary to perform very stringent tests for statistical
significance because many false positives can be found. In GS, the idea of significance test is
to be omitted and the effects of all genes are simply estimated simultaneously (MEUWISSEN
& al., 2001 [8]), which will eventually lead to high accuracy Estimate Genomic Breeding
Value (EGBV). With the dense panels of markers covering the whole genome (SNPs) and in
LD with the QTL, large increases in genetic response to selection were estimated by
Meuwissen et al. (MEUWISSEN & al., 2001 [8]) to be achieved in the new form of genomic
selection.
3.3 Genomic selection (GS)
Genomic selection (GS) is an approach proposed by Meuwissen et al. [8]. In fact, GS is
a form of marker-assisted selection in which genetic markers (SNPs), covering the whole
genome are used so that all quantitative trait loci (QTL) are in linkage disequilibrium with at
least one marker (MEUWISSEN & al., 2001 [8], GODDARD &. HAYES, 2009 [10],
GODDARD & HAYES, 2007 [65]. GS also refers to selection decisions based on genomic
breeding values (GBV) calculated as the sum of the effects of dense genetic markers, or
haplotypes of these markers (surrounding every 1-cM region) across the entire genome,
thereby potentially capturing all the quantitative trait loci (QTL) that contribute to variation in
a trait (HAYES & al., 2001 [66], HAYES & GODDARD , 2001[67], HAYES & al., 2009
[68]). In practice, GEBV are calculated by estimating SNP effects from prediction equations,
which are derived from a subset of animals in the population (i.e., a reference population) that
have SNP genotypes and phenotypes for traits of interest. Accuracy of the prediction of
genome wide breeding value (GEBV) (HAYES & al., 2009 [68]) depends on the size of the
12854
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reference population, the heritability of the trait, and the extent of relationships between
selection candidates and the reference population (HAYES & al., 2009 [68]), MULDER &
al., 2010 [70], CHAMBERLAIN & al., 2012 [71]). In 2001, Meuwissen demonstrated by
simulation that high accuracy in breeding value prediction (0.85) is possible based on data
markers alone. Accuracy is the correlation between the true breeding value and the estimated
breeding value, and reliability is the squared value of this result (HAYES & al., 2001 [66]).
Recently, Lillehammer (LILLEHAMMER & al., 2013 [72]) demonstrated (by stochastic
simulation) that within-family genomic breeding values increased genetic gain by 15% and
reduced rate of inbreeding by 15% in aquaculture species in which genotyping of a large
number of individuals would make the breeding program expensive. Notwithstanding,
Jannick (JANNINK & al., 2010 [73]) considers that these studies in which predictions are
made refer only to the first or second generations of GS and that long-term reliability of
genetic gain is not justified, and also low frequency alleles that are favourable in the
population can be lost. In stochastic simulation studies over several generations, on barley
with 983 polymorphic markers, Jannick (JANNINK & al., 2010 [73]) designed different
scenarios of GS application (before and after phenotyping; applying additional weight on low
frequency favourable alleles) and concluded that (1) applying GS before phenotyping strongly
increased early selection gain, but also caused the loss of many QTL favourable alleles,
leading to loss of genetic variance and loss of GS accuracy, while (2) placing additional
weight on low frequencies favourable alleles allowed GS to increase their frequency early on
and lead to higher long term gain rather than short-term one. Moreover, the prediction
equations derived for one breed may not predict accurate genome-wide breeding values when
applied to other breeds, since family structures differ among breeds (LUAN & al., 2009 [69]).

4. Conclusions
Based on the latest data from animal production and crops, Steinfeld and Gerbe
(STEINFELD & GERBE, 2010 [74]) state that progress obtained by the broad application of
science and advanced technology in feeding and nutrition, genetics and reproduction, and
animal health control as well as general improvements in animal husbandry was not
nevertheless insignificant. The relationship between technological advancement and
population growth has been concretised in the increase by 90% in crop production due to
increased productivity rather than expansion of cultivated surface. Although the surface of
arable land increased only by 30%, and the surface area of grassland by under 10%, the global
meat and milk production increased by 245% and 75%, respectively. It is foreseen that soon
the livestock sector will exceed the recently published threshold of sustainability in the area of
climate change. The forecast global increase (for 2000-2030) of meat consumption by 67%
and of milk by 57% cannot be sustained by ruminants because of the large quantities of
methane gas produced; as an alternative, monogastrics (pigs and chicken) will play a
substantial role in supporting consumption. With the availability of genome-wide dense
molecular markers, GS has now become practical and its effectiveness in dairy cattle breeding
has been demonstrated in many countries. (HAYES & al., 2009 [68], LUAN & al., 2009 [69],
HARRIS & al., 2008 [75], BERRY & al., 2009 [76], VANRADEN & al., 2009 [77],
GONZALEZ-RECIO & al., 2009 [78]). This method offers many advantages with regard to
improving the rate of genetic gain in meat and dairy cattle breeding programs and is expected
to double the rate of genetic improvement per year in many livestock systems (SCHEFERS,
& WEIGEL. 2012 [9], HAYES & al., 2009 [68]). With the advent of cheap and high-density
array-based DNA marker technologies, genome wide dense molecular markers are becoming
available for livestock and crop species. Studies of the accuracy of genomic predictions have
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emerged in some animal species, including chickens (GONZALEZ-RECIO & al., 2009 [78]),
pork sheep, dogs, and also in crop species: barley (ZHONG & al., 2009 [79]), sorghum, wheat
(ZHAO & al., 2012 [80]), Arabidopsis thaliana (L.), (HESLOT & al., 2012 [81]), maize
(GUO & al., 2011 [82], ZHAO & al., 2011 [83]; and sugar beet (WÜRSCHUM & al., 2013
[84]). This is indicative of the major role that advanced technology can play in limiting
environmental impact, particularly in developing country agriculture and livestock production
where there are large productivity gaps (STEINFELD & GERBE, 2010 [74]).
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